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Introduction
Both ignition and flame spread on solid fuels are processes that not only are of considerable scientific
interest but that also have important fire safety applications. Both types of processes, ignition and flame
spread, are complicated by strong coupling between chemical reactions and transport processes, not only
in the gas phase but also in the condensed phase. In most previous studies, ignition and flame spread were
studied separately with the result that there has been little understanding of the transition from ignition
to flame spread. In fire safety applications this transition is crucial to determine whether a fire will be
limited to a localized, temporary burn or will transition into a growth mode with a potential to become
a large fire. In order to understand this transition, the transient mechanisms of ignition and subsequent
flame spread must be studied. However, there have been no definitive experimental or modeling studies,
because of the complexity of the flow motion generated by buoyancy near the heated sample surface. One
must solve the full Navier-Stokes equations over an extended region to represent accurately the highly
unstable buoyant plume and entrainment of surrounding gas from far away. In order to avoid the
complicated nature of the starting plume problem under normal gravity, previous detailed radiative ignition
models were assumed to be one-dimensional (ref.1) or were applied at a stagnation point (ref.2). Thus,
these models cannot be extended to include the transition to flame spread. The mismatch between
experimental and calculated geometries means that theories cannot be compared directly with experimental
results in normal gravity.
To overcome the above difficulty, theoretical results obtained without buoyancy can be directly compared
with experimental data measured in a microgravity environment. Thus, the objective of this study is to
develop a theoretical model for ignition and the transition to flame spread and to make predictions using
the thermal and chemical characteristics of a cellulosic material which are measured in normal gravity.
The model should take advantage of the microgravity environment as much as possible in the gas phase
instead of modifying a conventional normal-gravity approach. A thermally-thin cellulosic sheet is
considered as the sample fuel, which might ignite and exhibit significant flame spread during test times
available in NASA's drop towers or in the space shuttle, without requiring a pilot flame. This last situation
eliminates many complicating parameters such as pilot flame location, temperature, and size (ref.3).
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2.Theoretical Model
2.1 Gas Phase Model
The absence of gravity (microgravity is approximated to be zero gravity) removes the buoyancy-induced
vorticity generation mechanism. The small scale of the planned experiment, together with the slow external
flow (less than 10 cm/s), simulating the ventilation flow level in a spacecraft, implies a low Reynolds
number flow domain. When surface pyrolysis is present, the thermally-induced surface blowing velocity
must be taken into account, even at low Reynolds numbers. Both these concepts can be accommodated
by assuming the velocity field to be a potential flow. The only loss is the no-slip boundary condition
which is already relaxed in the classical Oseen approximation to low Reynolds number phenomena. This
approximation is adopted and is implicit in the analysis. The conservation equations of mass, energy and
species in the gas phase under low Mach number combustion and heat transfer conditions can be written
as:
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We assume that the reaction is represented by a global one step Arrhenius reaction and its kinetic
constants are selected. Equations (1) are supplemented by an equation of state, taken in a form appropriate
for low-Mach-number flows. Now multiply the first of Eqs. (1) by enthalpy, h, and add it to the second.
The result is:
pd_.w- v<avT): a a,,a/. 4_ (2)
Equation (2) is the fundamental equation for determining the velocity field ,7. Since ,7 is a vector field
it can be decomposed into the gradient of a potential to and a solenoidal field ft.
_:V_ *_ , V-_:O (3)
Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) yields:
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Note that the third term on the right hand side of the first equation of Eq. (4) can be eliminated by
introducing a particular solution (0p as:
_- * (s)
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Moreover¢ it is convenient to introduce another particular potential (hp®representing the effects of the
external wind velocity u,. Then, introducing a remainder potential O, to may be expressed in the
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Equations(5) and (6)relatethe potentialfieldto the temperaturedistributionsin the gas phase.In the
calculationthesampleisirradiatedand auto-ignitedatthecenterby continuousthermalradiantfluxwith
a Gaussian distribution.Far from thesurface,q%,T and Yi must decay totheirambient initialvalues.T
and Yi decay exponentiallytotheirambientvalues.However, thepotentialfieldecaysslowlyaway from
the heatedregion.Thus, putting_ or itsgradientequal to zero atthe computationalboundary would
introduceunacceptablerrorintothecalculation.These errorsareavoidedby usingtheanalyticalsolution
toEq.(6)subjectotheboundary conditionatthesample surfacetogenerateaccuratevaluesfor_ on the
computationalboundary (ref.4).Then, Eqs.(1)aresolvedby a time-splittingalgorithm.
2.2 Condensed Phase Model
It is assumed that the condensed phase is a thermally thin sheet of cellulosic material, and
uniform in composition through its depth. The thermal degradation of the cellulosic sheet is described by
two global thermal degradation reactions and a char oxidation reaction (ref.5). They are; (1) endotherrnic
global pyrolysis reaction which degrades the cellulosic sheet to gases and a char, (2) weakly exothermic
global thermal oxidative reaction which degrades the cellulose sheet to gases and a char, (3) highly
exothermic global char oxidation reaction which degrades the char to gases and ash. Here, it is assumed
that the reactivity of the char with oxygen formed from the above two reactions with oxygen is the same.
In the above global reactions combustible gases represent hydrocarbons and CO and non-combustible
gases represent CO 2 and H20. Here, it is assumed that the combustible gases formed from each reaction
above are the same. Although these reactions are crudely approximated compared to the actual, extremely
complex degradation reactions, their accuracy is comparable to the global one-step gas phase oxidation
reaction for the combustible gases, which is used for the gas phase reaction in this study.
The reaction rate of each reaction above, RRi, is approximately expressed by the following Arrhenius-type
equations:
(2) RRox = Aox(PYox/PO ox) (PsYf./PsO) exp(-Eo,,/RT)
' no2,_'har n6har(3) RRchar = Achar(lOYox/O0char) (PsYchar/Ps0) exp(-Echa/RT)
Values for the above kinetic parameters together with the heats of reaction, AHi, for a black ccllulosic
paper have been measured; the details are given in Ref.5.
The equations for the condensed phase are given as follows.
Conservation of solid mass:
a(pslp,o)lat = -(I - Vchar,p)RR p - (1- Vchar,ox)RRox - ( 1-Vash,char)RRchar (7)
Conservation of initial cellulosic material: 3(psYf/pso)/Ot = -RRp - RRox (8)
Conservation of char:
O(psYffpso)/Ot = vcha,,pRR p + Vchar,oxRRox - RRchar (9)
Conservation of energy:
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where 6 is the half-thickness of the paper. The mass flux of evolved combustible gases from the surface
is given by the following expression:
m s = [(1-Vchat,p)RRp+(1-Vchar,ox)RRox+(1-Vash,char)RRchar]'Ps06
The cellulosic material used in the present study is a 0.38x10 a m thick sheet.
(11)
3. Results and Discussion
Four different cases are being studied: (1) heat transfer with the degradation of the paper sheet irradiated
by the external radiation at the center of the paper in an axisymmetric configuration, no gas phase
reaction; no external flow, (2) ignition and subsequent flame spread in an axisymmetric configuration; no
external flow, (3) heat transfer with a slow external flow in a three-dimensional configuration, and (4)
ignition and subsequent flame spread with a slow external flow in a three-dimensional configuration. Since
the results in the first case were published in ref.4, they are not discussed here due to space limitations.
3.1 Quiescent axisymmetric configuration
A maximum external radiant flux of 5 W/cm 2 (continuously on during computation) at 21%, 30% and
50% oxygen concentrations was used in the calculation. The results indicate that ignifion is observed for
21% and 30% oxygen concentrations but the transition to flame spread does not occur. However, in 50%
oxygen the transition is achieved as shown in Fig.1 which plots the gas phase temperature distribution at
1.0s after initiation of the external radiation. Each temperature isotherm line is a 100°K interval starting
from 350°K. There are two high temperature regions;one is behind the flame front and the other is at the
center where the external radiation continuously irradiates the sample. The results at later time show that
there are two separate flames; the primary flame propagates radially outward, while the seconda]y flame
stays at the center and becomes gradually weaker and disappears. Eventually one ring-like flame appears
to continue its spread radially outward. The distribution of velocity vectors at the same time is shown in
Figs.2. The large expansion flow motion near the flame front is clearly seen in Fig.2. The large mass
addition near the center is caused by the continuously applied external radiation. Since the sample was
nearly completely convened to char at the center, little mass is added there. The distribution of oxygen
and fuel concentration indicates that the flame near the traveling front is a-premixed flame followedby
a diffusion flame behind the flame front. The energy balance at the sample surface at 1.0s is shown in
Fig.3, where Qex is the external radiant flux, Qrad is the re-radiation loss, Qrr is the net heat balance of
the three solid degradation reactions and Ofc_n is the convective/conductive heat transfer from the gas
phase to the sample. A high energy feedback rate of nearly 6 W/cm 2 is calculated as oppose d to the nearly
1 W/cm 2 for the 21% oxygen concentration case at 1.6s after initiation of the external radlafi6n as shown
in Fig.4. This difference in energy feedback rate is mainly caused by differences in flame temperature
(about 1400°K for 21% vs 2000°K for 50%) and also in the location of the peak gas phase reaction rate
(closer to the sample surface in 50% oxygen concentration).
The previous experiment in a quiescent microgravity environment showed that the flame spread limit is
about 20% oxygen for a light paper towel (Kimwipes paper) (ref.6). Thus, unsuccessful transition to flame
spread in 21% and 30% oxygen predicted in this study does not agree with successful transition observed
in the experimental work. Also, the predicted flame spread rate in 50% oxygen concentration is about 19
cm/s which is roughly five times faster than the experimentally-measured rate using the drop tower (ref.6).
In the calculation the only uncertainty is the kinetic constants for the gas phase oxidation reaction. Since
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there are no data available on the degradation products of the paper, the accuracy of the selected values
is questionable. Since there are significant differences between the experimental setup and the calculation,
for example, a two-dimensional experimental configuration vs. an axisymmetric calculation and piloted
ignition in the experiment vs. auto-ignition, no attempt is made to adjust the kinetic constants of the gas
phase reaction to match with the experimental data. These constants will be measured in the future.
3.2 Three-dimensional Calculation
Although preliminary results on ignition in the three dimensional configuration with a slow external flow
have been obtained, more time is needed to determine their accuracy and correctness. It is hoped that the
results will be presented at the meeting. Here, the results for the three dimensional heat t_;ansfer problem
are briefly discussed. In this problem either a thermally thin or thick non-reactive condensed material is
irradiated by continuously applied external radiation with a Gaussian flux distribution. Typical examples
of the distributions of velocity vectors relative to the ambient flow and temperature contours in the gas
phase for a thermally thick non-reactive material are shown in Figs. 5 at 8s after the initiation of an
external radiant flux of 4 W/cm 2 with an external velocity of 2 cm/s (from left to right). The left corner
figure in Figs. 5 represents the front view (looking in the downstream direction) distribution. The top
rectangular figure represents the side view of the distribution and the lower rectangular figure represents
the top view of the distribution. The distribution of velocity vectors represent the flow motion generated
by heat addition from the irradiated surface. This flow is smaller than the external flow of 2 cm/s. Its
center is located at a short distance upstream from the center of the external irradiation (x=0). This
indicates that the steepest temperature gradient occurs at the upstream location due to downward pushing
of the heated layer by the ambient flow. At a short distance downstream from x=0, there is a sink of flow
due to the steep temperature gradient due to heat loss from the hot gas stream to the cold surface. Since
the temperature gradient drives the flow, the flow generated by the external radiation is limited to a region
near the irradiated surface area at an early time.
4. Future plans
1. Complete development of the three-dimensional ignition and flame spread code.
2. Conduct parametric study to determine which parameters affect ignition, the trnsition, and flame spread.
3. Measure global gas phase oxidation reaction rate for the degradation products of the paper.
4. Modify the codes to include piloted-ignition.
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COMMENTS
Queslion (David Schiller, U.C. lrvine): I have two qucsti(ms regarding your numerical Icchniquc:
(1) In your paper, you stale that you u._c a limc-splitling algorithm Io solve the governing cquali,,_ls. I have
tried using different time slcps for t,-a,asport and chemical kinetics in my model of Ilamc spread .wet liquid
fucl pools. ! have found that significant errors are introduced if tile solutitm of the chemical kin:lie and
Iransport conditions arc dccouplcd in this manner. Will you please desc,ibe your lime-splilthlg :llgorlthm in
more detail and also tell me what you've done (if anything) to show thai voter limc-sf_lilling a]gt,t ithm is
"time step independent" and/or gives the same rcsulls as you would gel if no limc-splillhlg was ,_..ctl'?
(2) It appcars ignition occurs vcry close to the solid fuel surface. Is your solution grid intlcpc,ad_ ,_1? t low
fine a mesh was required in the gas iust above the fucl surface (I use dehzl-v,, of aboul 5() micn_ at the
• . . "e', . , •
gas/liquid intcrfacc in my problem. Do you incorporate a part_fll',,' or fully adaptwc grid _,chem,' t(_ provide
fine resoh|lion near the fame leasing edge as the flame propag:tles?
Answer: The algorithm employed in the c(maputations is not time-split in tile sense suggc_,lcd in the question.
It is a member of a class analyzed by Wichman (1). Basically, f_r a .,,ingle-step reactive m_del _,i Ihc kind
used in many combustion studies (including this one) the reaction is almost always clthcr much _h)wcr than
or much faster than the local dil'fusion-cozwcction bahmce. Untlcr these circumstances, h is p(v_,,it,le It) show
analytically that the species and energy equalions can bc advanced by Slllitti_lg Ihc time slcl-_ in Ihc folhlwing
way: first the species in each conlputaliona[ cell arc allowed to rcacl as if lhc syMenl ',verc spallz,lly
la(maogencous for the duralion of the time step. The resuhing Icmpcralurc and species (li,qril_uli,ms arc then
initial conditions for the diffusion-conveclion problem, which is solved implicitly h_r the S:lmC lie,_ slop. A
slilf ()DE solver is used for the lqrsl part (.if the caleulali,,m. The solver may require ii1:111'¢iillci ilzil steps tO
calculate the h(mlogenc(_us rcaclion. The error is lqrsl order in Ibc time-slop iFthe reacli_m tlrn,' is
comparable Io or greater than the diffusi(m-c(mvcclion lime and i_ smaller than this I)y a Father ,,f the lime-
scale ratio when the rcacti(m is fast. These slatemcnts ,arc true f(, any scheme which is ilsclf _,1:_1_1cf()r the
convection-diffusion prol_lcm.
The scheme has bccn tcsled by nulucrically comltutlng solutions h_ Ihc three-dimensional lime-d_ pe,ldcnt
hcat transfer problem with an ()seen flow in the same geometry that has also bccn st)lvt.'tl exa('ll', analylically.
The computer temperatures agrcc with the analytical rcsuhs to holler than 1/2 pcrccnl for Ihc _l itt used.
The ODE solver is a package witla its own inlcrnal error contr(_ls, ,,villa a H_lcrance th'al can be _,,.J by the
uscr. Wc require convergence in temperature to less Ihan 0.5 degrees Kelvin in our COml_Ul,Jli(_l_-,. No
adaplive grid schemes is employed. Tile gas phase grid is one millimclcr (m a side and :l liluc _,lcp of 4x10 -4
seconds is cmployc(I. This is certainly sufficient to put the fhlmc in approxhllatcly the righl phwc', ahh(lugh
details of the flame structure might bc It)st. llowcvcr, if fine sllticturc ill the flanac leading cclg,; is wanted, a
consider)lily more sophistic)led reaction scheme is also required. Such a study in the omtc×t _,I ._ Ihrec-
dimensional transient problem is well beyond the current shdc-tfl'-IhL'-:.H't.
ORP--,,._Nt_LP._.GE tS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Question (Subrata Bhattacharjee, San Diego State): (1) How do you justify the flow being potential as well
as creeping?
(2) In the absence of imposed convcction, could the gas phase (combustion product) radiation cause
significant flame cooling?
Answer: The velocity field that is uscd to evaluate the convection term in the diffusion-convection balance at
low Revnolds numbcrs is a potential flow in almost all of the existing fluid flow, hcat transfer, and
combustion lltcrature. As a simple example, the "Oseen flow" of any quantity at low Reynolds number is the
Icading order approximation to the solution for that quantity everywhere for a constant property fluid. The
flow field that is used in the convection terms is a uniform flow which is trivially a potential flow. The
approximation is correct even when the quantity being convectcd is the fluid vorticity! lndccd, this is exactly
how the classical low Reynolds number drag, heat transfer, and combustion results are obtained. The actual
velocity ficlds are far more complex, but additional detail is not needed if only the quantities that satisfy the
Oscen equations are required. For further explanation and additional refcrenccs see Kushida, et. al. (2).
The major role of radiation is in cooling the condcnsed phase surface. Its importance in the gas phase is
unclear, in part bccause the precise nature of the gaseous combustion products is not vet well undcrstood.
We intend to investigate this furthcr in the future.
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